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CONNCENSUS
CONNECTICUT
New London, Connecticut,

Vol 51, No. 16

Gilbert., Lougee, Caruso
Win Class Presidencies

Tuesday,

COLLEGE
Pricel0cenls

March 7, 1967

FACULTY VOTES "YES" ON
TRIAL PASS-FAIL SYSTEM
a grade of "Fail" will exclude her professor of philosophy comDean's List for that mented, "Those who supported the
proposal did so enthusiastically.
The Faculty will evaluate this They were delighted to vote yes
Option .after two years of opera- -and I do mean delighted."
At Other Colleges
tion.
Connecticut
College faculty
Most of the new Pass/Fail proA proposal limiting the gym
members
approved
a Pass/Fail requirement to two years instead grams initiated this year at colsystem of grading' on a two-year of three was also passed at the leges and universities across the

Approves 2-Year

from the
semester.

Gym Requirement

trial basis for one course a semester

March I meeting. Details of this country are limited to one or two
at their last meeting Wed., March proposal have not yet been decided. elected courses.
1.

Comments
Commenting on the acceptance
In each semester of her junior of these proposals, Margie Singer,
and senior years, a student with a Academic
Committee
chairman
cumulative and current average of stated, "I am ecstatic, and I be2.00 or higher may elect one course lieve that it will enhance the inin which she requests the Registrar tellectual enthusiasm here. I hope
to enter her final grade as either it's just a beginning."
"Pass" or "Fail". The course she
Chairman-elect,
Kat y Montelects may not be chosen from the gomery said, "There seems to be
offerings and requirements of her a tendency toward the faculty bemajor department, nor may it be
Class Presidents: Carol Caruso, "68; Ellen Lougee, '69; Nancy Gil- used to fulfill her general gradua- coming more progressive."
President Shain stated that he
bert, '70.
tion requirements.
was very pleased with the passage
Conditions of Pass/Fail
of the proposal.
Nancy Gilbert, Ellen Lougee,
Soph President
1. A course successfully comMr. Lester J. Reiss, associate
and Carol Caruso were elected
Ellen Lougee, president of the pleted under the Pass/Fail Option
presidents of the Classes of 1970, Class of 1969, said the most im- may be used as a prerequisite, but

The Option is as follows:

1969, and 1968, respectively, at portant thing the class could do
class elections last Thursday, March was to keep the spirit they have
2.
had since freshman year and use
it to help the incoming freshmen.
Frosh President
She hopes more class members
The freshman class president, will be committee chairman.
Nancy Gilbert,
said that, "our
Ellen would also like to form

Usually only juniors and seniors
are qualified.
Princeton University, now in its

third semester of a partial Pass/
Fail system, has reported an easing
of tension for some students, and
"slothfullness" for others, according to Dean Gertrude Noyes.

California

Institute

of

Tech-

nology has included an interesting
variation in its Pass/Fail system.
Only freshmen are allowed to
take a Pass/Fail
course in order
to reduce tension and competition.
Dartmouth College is new in

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)

New Electronic Language Lab
Installed on Fanning 4th Floor

no course may be elected under
the Option if its prerequisites

have not been fulfilled.
2. Seminars may be taken under
the Option only with the approval
of the department
offering the •
seminar. At each registration the
of girls who aren't Registrar will provide a list of

idealistic goal and main goal is a committee
to continue to be the enthusiastic' House Juniors but would like to
class we have been and to be the plan activities for the freshmen.
spark for the entire student body.
"I feel that the class of 1970
'69 Times
has fantastic potential and I hope
The Class of 1969 plans to conthat the class realizes this."
tinue the '69 Times newspaper,
Nancy emphasized that four of- Frummage
and freshman
shoe
ficers do not make the class. She shine.
Ellen said that she would like
said that a spirit" of cooperation
and interest of the whole class is to see if her class could bring back
the tradition of Mountain Day.
necessary to achieve any goals.
"We're going to carry on what
(Continued on Page 3, Col. I)
we have been doing for the past
four months."

T-Shirt Sale
This includes the sale of T-shirts
to the sophomores and submarine

sandwiches to the student body.

also

stated

that

she

Katharine Reynolds
To Present Recital
Reynolds,

'67,

present an organ recital Thursday,
March 9, at 8 p.m. in Harkness

Chapel.

low in the Chapel Library.
Kathy

is a music

Philadelphia.

major

William B. Harvey

Dr. William Harvey, dean of
the School of Law, Indiana University, will speak on «The Ghana
Revolutions: The Military and the
Future" at a meeting of the African
Club,
Thursday,
March
9, at
7:30 p.m. in the main lounge,
Crozier Williams.
Fonner dean of law at the Unifrom versity of Ghana, Dr. Harvey was
deported in 1964 for "subversive

Bar Association and the executive
committee .of the Association of
American Law Schools.
J Before teaching in Ghana, Dr.
Harvey worked as an attorney in
Washington,
D.C., 1949-51 and
taught at George Washington University
and
the University
of
Michigan.
He
has
contributed
numerous articles in legal journals
and has published two books: Contracts and Contract Remedies and
Law and Social Change in Ghana.
Dr. Harvey earned his B.A. at
Wake Forest
College in 1943.
I After serving in the navy he earned
the title of Juris Doctor in 1949
at the University of Michigan. The
University of Heidelberg
named
Dr. Harvey, a post-doctoral fellow
in 1955-56.

the Ribbon-Pres.

Shain and Miss Monaco fonnally

language lab.

ca, and a member of the American

wil

The program, which is Katharine's advanced
study of music,
will consist of Samuel Scheidt's six
variations
on a choral
"When
Jesus on a Cross' was Bound",
Bach's choral prelude "Oh Man
Bewail Thy Grievous Sins"; Bach's
"Toccata and Fugue in D Minor";
Mendelssohn's "Sonata No.2 in C
minor"; Bingham's "Four Preludes
on Lowell Mason's Hymns."
All are invited to the concert
which is sponsored by the Music
Department.
A reception will fol-

Cutting

activities prejudicial to the security
of the state" as a part of Kwame
Nkrumah's purge of the university.
Besides his interest in the legal
aspects of African development,
Dr. Harvey is also actively concemed with legal philosophy and
contract law.
A fellow of the African Studies
Association in America, he is also
vice-president and director of the
African Law Association in Ameri-

interpreted
the fact that she ran
unopposed as a vote of confidence
not an indication of apathy.

Katharine

4. A grade of "Pass" or "Fail"
will not be counted in computing
a student's cumulative average, but

Dr. Harvey of Indiana Law
To Speak For African Club

Nancy would like to see the class
of 1970 initiate more concerts,
plays, and lectures to liven up
campus from Monday to Thurs-

day.
Nancy

seminars open to such election.
3. A student who elects to take
the first semester of a full yearcourse under the Pass/Fail Option
may elect regular enrollment for
the second semester, but she may
not change from regular enrollment in the first semester to the
Pass/Fail Option in the seoond.

I
I
I

,

A
new
electronic
language
laboratory
has been installed in
Fanning Hall which will serve as
the nucleus for a future electronic
study center to be created as soon
as space becomes available.
The
equipment
in the new
laboratory can instantly feed, by
remote control. anyone of 64 prerecorded lesson programs in six
languages into the fifteen student
listening stations.
In contrast. in the older laboratory an attendant
is required to
select the tape, activate the re--_.-

corder and monitor reception.
James H. Williston, instructor in
French, noted, "Pedagogically, one
laboratory session gives a student
more minutes of actually speaking
a language than she would receive
in a month or more of straight
classroom instruction,
Our new
laboratory
gives a student
30
minutes of speaking practice in one
week, as compared with only about
180 minutes during an entire year
in the old laboratory."
Need for an electronic study
center is evidenced by the College's
increasing enrollment in language

Russian Club Will Hold
LtD
ec ure on e /'uiquency

courses (almost doubled this year

"Juvenile Delinquency
in the
USSR; A Search for Remedies" will
be the subject of a lecture by Dr.
Peter Juviler to be given Wed.,
March 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Bill Hall
106.
Dr. juviler, associate professor
of government at Barnard College,
is an associate of the Russian 1nstitute, Columbia University, where
he received his Ph.D. in 1960. He
has visited the USSR five times
during a ten-year period, und has
spent two semesters at Moscow
I University
in 1958-59 researching
Soviet law, and another semester
in 1964.
The lecture is being sponsored
by the Russian Club.

I

open the

(pboto by deessler)

over that of seven years ago when
the first language laboratory was
installed).
Mter studying present, as well
as future requirements, in this instructional
area, an interdepartmental language laboratory committee drafted the proposal leading
to acquiring the new electronic
facility.
Mr. Williston, the committee's
chairman, noted that this equipment is capable of sending auxiliary
lesson materials to classrooms and
laboratories throughout
the campus, if the College installs necesI sary
communicative
wiring.
I The laboratory was officially
opened Monday, Feb. 27, at a cere'I mony
at which President
Shain
cut the ribbon.
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NEWS NOTES

by michael

will

Eastern Connecticut Symphony,
Victor Norman,
conductor,

The Yale Daily News plans to Many of the plots based on classic present a concert with Richard
publish a T.V, supplement which books heavily
disguised.
Wish Syracuse, pianist, Sunday, March

vacations.
Second class entry authorized at New London, Connecticut.

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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A MAN'S OPINION

Published by the students 01 Connecticut College every Monday through.
out the college lear from September to June, except during mid-years

Rrpnsellted

•

ConnCensus

Intercollegiate Press

it will distribute to its subscribers.
I guess college students still watch
the "tube".
Most of the programs available
__

~_

~

Nancy R. Finn '68

Editorial Staff
News Editor
Maria Pellegrini '69
Feature Editor ..
Jacqueline Earle '69
Copy Edito, ...
B. Ann Kibling '69
Makeup Editor
.
Janet Ives '68
Assistant Makeup Editor.
Bonnie Daniels '69
Advertising ...... .
...
Barbara Claros '70, Kathy Fiori '70
Business Manager
Iris Chartoll '68
Circulation
... ..
Judy C. Kaufman '69
Exchanges
Kathy Doyle '68
Carloons
Kathy Spendlove '68, Cathy Hull '68
Stall
Wendy Behr, Nancy Benjamin, Patricia Bernstein, Alicia Brackman Johanna
Browne, Beth Daghlian, Sue Derman, Nancy Duncan, Clare Ellett, Gail
Col~tein. Vickie Greene, Tina Holland, Carolyn Johnson, Peggy Joy, Nancy
Keating, Kathy Maxim, Ann Mile)', Liz Millard, Connie Morhardt, Laura
Parker, Dana Phillips, Anita Poluga, Barbara Skolnik, Ann Tousley, Sara
Busch, Sue Rankin, Ann Palmer, Joyce Todd, Sue Sigal, Ruth Kunstadt.

12, at 8:30 p.m. in Palmer
torium.

there were more of "the Diana Rigg
type" on the "tube".
Childrens'
Film Festival
(3,5,
Sun. 4:00) Some of the most poignent movies on T.V. not only for
children,
but also for sensitive
adults. Great lor Child Development majors.
The movies during the week are
getting better; there is usually one
good movie per week which is a
nice change. Batman is still around
and even seems to be getting better if that is possible.

Audi-

• • •
The Reverend
Gladstone
M.
Ntlabati
of Harvard
University
will speak on "Racism in South
Africa" Wed., Mar. 8, at 7:30 p.m.
in Hare. Rev, Ntlabati recently fled
from South Africa. He will be
sponsored
by the Civil Rights
Committee and the Mrica Club.

• • •

Mr. Cecil Schneer, University
of
New Hampshire, will speak on
• • • •
of Science and
At last-I
received some fan the "Interrelations
History,"
Wed.,
Mar.
8, at 7 p.m.
mail. Unfortunately it was necessary to be extremely critical of the in the main lounge of Crozier. The
"Conn College
Woman"
before lecture is sponsored by the Phievoking
a response.
Seriously losophy Club.
• •
though, Miss Ives, I did not mean
that every girl at Conn was uninThe Club will present James
telligent or irresponsible
as you Tate, poet from the University of
seem to imply. I doubt that very Iowa, reading his
works, SQn"
many are. All I was trying to do Mar. 12 at 4 p.m. in the Library.
was encourage
more women to
• • •
in the New London area are terri- give Graduate
School a second
Yves will sponsor a talk by the
ble. Below are some of the better thought for reasons that most likely
Reverend
Allan House
O'Neill
programs and opinions about them. would not be given by someone on
Thurs., Mar. 9, at 7 p.m. in the
Star Trek (4,10, Thurs., 8:30) campus giving advice to graduatchapel library. Rev, O'Neill is pasScience fiction program with Imag- ing seniors,
tor
of St. Andrew's
Episcopal
In its relatively short existence, Connecticut College has achieved Ination and excellent technical conMaybe the problem is that you
a position of respect and importance among eastern liberal arts in- sultation. Often the most beautiful do not like the image I was ere- Church in Meriden. He has hosted
stitutions. The process has not been easy, for in the search for identity, women currently on T,V, can be ating of graduate school. If that Cardinal Cushing and has been
Conn has suffered a multitude of growing pains.
seen 011 this program in far out is the case I suggest you "take a granted an audience with the Pope,
A discussion and refreshments will
Now, however, the College has emerged from its adolescence,
fashions that make today's fashion second,
hard-look"
at Graduate
from the natural insecurity of a young institution striving to establish
20th Century.
School Education
in the United follow the lecture.
itself, and is ready to assume the sophisticated
responsibilities
of
Avengers
(6,8,9, Fri. 10:00) States. You may be surprised at
• • •
adulthood,
Way out characters in classic cars. what you find.
Two conservation RIms on man's
relationship
to his environment,
This readiness is manifest in the faculty's recent acceptance of
"Myths and Parallels," and "Down
the Pass/Fail
proposal. The concept of Pass/Fail
embodies exciting
the Road," personally presented by
academic potential, but it is a concept which is still untested by time.
Consequently,
its application admittedly involves a risk. The risk is
Mr. Allan F. Kitchel, Jr., of Greenby Naomi Fatt
necessary, however, if the potential is ever to be realized.
wich will be shown Thurs., Mar. 9,
at 8 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium,
In one sense, the acceptance of Pass/Fail
came almost as an
Any course taught at any school the student
gives the teacher. sponsored by the Thames Science
exclamation point to augment the general fervor generated by this
and
the
Connecticut
year's Student Government election. Now that the votes are counted, produces three separate grades for Every student either consciously Center
or subconsciously grades the pro- Arboretum.
the results are in, and the ejections have been won-or lost-it is time the individual.
• • •
The first is the grade the in- fessor, the choice of books, and
for a traditional editorial calling for unity, enthusiasm and fulfillment
structor records. The other two the exams in a course,
of campaign promises.
Mr. Stephen
Wood, associate
are unrecorded;
one is the grade
From some teachers an "A" is professor of government, has been
But this year the ordinary post-election sentiments are not enough,
because this election was not ordinary. It was revolutionary-for
Con- the student gives himself and the a great compliment, for it repre- named by Governor Dempsey to
other is the grade the student gives sents not only the grade the stu- a special planning group responnecticut College.
the teacher and the course ma- dent deserves but also the grade sible for a presidential
study of
'Action previously unheard of, undreamed of, at Conn was initiated
teriaL
law enforcement
and administrathe teacher has earned.
by a few who dared to try. Radical platforms, a Conn Census editorial
This first grade recorded by the
From other teachers it makes tion.
endorsement,
a successful write-in campaign are the facts of this teacher is, I believe, highly overe
• •
little difference to the student il
election.
rated.
The Connecticut College basketthe recorded. grade is a "A" or an
Initiative, ingenuity, courage-too
long latent in many students
No matter how just an instructor "F".
ball team will meet UConn in a
here-have
finally succeeded in cracking the wall of apathy. It is appears to be, that grade often
Some professors might be award- game to be held Thurs., Mar. 9,
only a crack, but it is a' beginning.
represents a reward for organiza- ed an "F" by the student; there- at Cro. All cheerers are welcome.
Perhaps the more conservative members of the student body are tion over originality and studious- fore, it makes little difference ~at
• • •
shocked by what has happened
to "apathetic
Conn College." We ness or luck over intellectual
grade that student
will receive
Each
year
the Connecticut Colare not. Rather, we are convinced that the incidents of the past few curiousity.
from that professor.
lege chapter of Phi 'Beta Kappa
The other two grades are more
weeks are simply emphatic affirmations of Connecticut's
awakening,
All classes are an interaction
awards a small scholarship
to a
of a growing sense of self-awareness
which seems to pervade the important. There is first of all the between two parties: teacher and
senior or alumna who is planning
entire campus.
grade the student gives himself, student and vice-versa. Student's
to do graduate study. Applicants
Every so often one hears of a personal efforts should also be conThrough the attitudes demonstrated
by their respective actions,
need not be members of Phi Beta
student
who
cut
a
great
number
sidered.
both the faculty and students of Connecticut College have stated their
Kappa in order to be eligible.
of classes in a course, did very
willingness to experiment-to
accept the risks, the possible consequences
It is only logical that these three Interested seniors may obtain aplittle of the reading, crammed for grades should result. Unfortunateand the ultimate achievements
of those actions.
the exam, and still received a good ly, the two unrecorded grades are plication blanks from Mr. Bradford
N.R.F.
In Thames 217. Competition
for
grade.
not voiced.
the award closes April 15.
It is possible for such a thing

own

Editorial ...

A Crack In The Wall

I;::;;;;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;:::::;;::;;::;;::::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::~

Topic of Candor

to happen, with Lady Luck acting
as she does and certain courses
being what they are.
But I do not doubt the value
ED. NOTE
In addition, it has recently been of that grade. It will help that
(Ed. note: Deadline for a'U letters brought to my attention
that a student get into graduate school
to the editor and news notes is survey last year indicated the Math or make Dean's List.
10 p.m. Wednesday.)
Department at Conn to be the'lowChances are, however, that grade
est grading department.
is actually worthless to the stuMATH MAJOR ON "MICHAEL"
Mary M. Clarkeson '68
dent.
To the Editor:
Supposedly, a girl comes to Conn
I do not want to argue with
Abolition of Oval
because she wants a liberal edu"michael" and his stand against a To the Editors:
cation. That is, she wants to reap
compiled Dean's List. A student
Since the college insists upon the benefits of education for educomparison in such a manner is acting in loco parentis, we ask cation's sake.
really meaningless, and I think, can that certain
parental
functions,
Thus, if she came in search of
often do much actual harm.
which have been heretofore neg- knowledge
first
and a career
However, "michael's" insinuation leered, be performed.
second, then that recorded grade
that a math or science major is
An integral part of ·the home is is worthless.
easier, less imaginative,
etc., than the bathroom,
and therefore we
Even if the student has proone in the humanities is unfair and request that it be given as much duced what the teacher considers
ridiculous. Math is not merely the attention as the bell desk. To this "An quality work, she herself has
study of mixture problems, geomet- end we ask that the administration
received nothing.
rical constructions,
or any of the of Connecticut
College provide
On the other hand, a student
other topics generally
associated round, fluffy rolls of toilet tissue may put "A" quality effort into a
with high school mathematics. On to endow its students with a sense course and receive a "C", I mainan advanced level, the subject can of security,
comfort,
and well- tain that the former grade is more
be one of great imagination and being.
important, for it is a true judgment
challenge
and
should
not be
The hygienic oval must go! ! !
of the value of a course to the
thought any less of or easier than
Julie Boone '69
student.
a subject in the humanities.
Julie Whitwell '69
Finally, there is that grade that

Letters to the Editor

I

UNIVERSITY BRIDGE
By Larry Cohen
Most players are familiar with
playing high-low as the normal
echo to signal a doubleton. Highl6w in the trump suit, though,
signals three. Today's hand illustrates both echoes.
West opens the king of hearts.
East plays the four, and South the
Ace. West, however, can't read
whether his partner is starting an
echo in hearts or not. South leads
a small spade and West ducks, East
playing the four. Now a spade is
led from dummy and East follows
with the three. West wins with
the ace, and he now knows East
has another trump and the desire
to ruff.
He therefore
leads the queen
of hearts and gives East a heart
ruff. He eventually makes the club l
ace for down one,
East should be careful not to
echo in trump just because he
holds three. He must also sbow
the ability to ruff something.

Dlr:

W

Norlh

Vul: EW
•

JI06

•

J95

•

KJ74

•

Q42

West

East

•
•

A5
KQ863

•
•

93
AJ96

•

843

•
•

42
10652

•

10853

South
•
•

West

KQ972
AIOQ

•

AQ8

•

K7

North

East

SolJlh

IH
Pass
Pass
Db!.
2C
2D
Pass :IS
Pass
3S
Pass
4':l
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening Lead.: Heart King
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Classes Elect Judges, Academic Committee Representatives
ELECTIONS
(Continued from Page 1, Co. 2)
This would provide Informal
contact with the faculty.
"We would .also like to bring

personal lives. but we are unified
in that we are all planning the
same things and this should provide a basis of cooperation for the

try

to do this."

man. Joanne Dunleavy as Class
Marshall, Joyce Todd as Class His.
torian, and Dorcas Hardy as Koine
representative.
Social chainnans-elect of the respective classes are Ruth Cherts
'68, Penny Wood '69, and Lyn
Landis '70.

Boutique in Spring
Carol said the Boutique will be
class."
held in the spring before vacation
This was the point that Carol instead of in the faU.
Caruso, president of the Class of
She also hopes the class will be
1968, emphasized.
able to sponsor a Senior MeloCarol said she was very excited drama.
about the coming year but it was
important that contributions to the
Honor Court
class be made as individuals.
Newly elected Honor Court
«The most important things the
representatives are Eileen Pond
president can do is to see that the
and Sylvia Powell from the Class
year is organized and I intend to
of '68, Virginia Folwell and Mary
,
Saunders from the Class of '69,
and Christine Heilman and Vir·
ginia Bergquist from the Class of
'70.

Freshman Officers: from left,
Ginny Bergquist, Honor Court;
Beth Milwid, Academic Committee; Chris Heilman, Honor Court.
Missing: Patricia Salmonsen, VicePresident, and Paula Carroll,
Academic Committee.
(photo by dressier)
our class parents into more of our
activities:'
Ellen said that the sophomore
class will try to plan academic and
social activities with sophomore
classes from other schools.
Basis of Cooperation
"As seniors we have to plan our

Other newly elected class representatives are: Athletic Association
representatives, Lisa Pearson '69,
and Patricia Bernstein '70; library
representatives, Linda Abel '69,
Anita Poluga '70, and Judy Henderson 70j and Academic Committee, representatives Christine
Adler '68, Lesley Gupton '68,
Susan Scharlotte '69, Sandy Turner '69, Paula Carroll '70, and
Elizabeth Milwid '70.
Serving as song leaders are
Dickey Wilson '68, Wendy Rodgers '69, and Karen Nielsen '70.
Compete play directors are Helen
Epps '68, Nancy Schoenbrod '69,

Jr: Kickoff Banquet
Will Be Held Wed.
The Junior Show Kick-off Banquet will be held Wednesday in
Harris Refectory for the purpose
of unveiling The Show to the
J unlcr Class.
Director Jane Ranallo and Msistant Director Diana Rabenold
will present a brief plot outline,
and the writers will read several
scenes. Music, by Tracey Sprackling, and lyrics, by Kathy Spendlove, will also be revealed.
Tryouts will be held Wednesday,
after the Banquet, and Thursday
evening. Jane said she hopes to
have at least the major roles cast
by next Monday, so the actresses
can rehearse with scripts before
vacation.
At the Banquet, Jane said, all
Juniors will be asked to commit
themselves in some way, no matter
how little time they can afford,
"We're going to need all the
help we can possibly round up,"
Jane emphasized. She added she
hopes that her writers, "who have
put in a lot of blood, sweat and
tears, and hard work too," will not
be let down by lack of interest and
enthusiasm.
The Banquet was planned by
Debbie Ewing, production manager, and Pam Berky, class social
chairman.

Junior Officers: top row, from left,
Silvia Powell, Eileen Pond, Honor
Court; Kathy Spendlove, VicePresident; row 2, Leslie Guyton,
left, Chris Adler, Academic Committee.
Sophomore Officers: top row, Mary
(photo by dressIer)
Saunders, left, Ginny Folwell,
Honor Court; row 2, Susan ScharCarol stressed that because she
lotte, left, Academic Committee; believes seniors are responsible
Barbara Pite, Vice-President. Miss- people, she would like to see them
ing: Sandy Turner, Academic Com- have an equal say in the decision
mittee.
as to who is the Commencement
by Peggy Joy
by his ,argument. He didn't make
(photo by dressier) speaker.
Comments on "The New Moral- his speech applicable to the colThe newly elected vice-presidents of the respective classes are ity; Panic or Prophesy?", held at lege community."
Another freshman commented
Kathy Spendlove '68, Barbara Pite Conn Feb. 24-26, ranged from
'69, and Patricia Salmonsen '70. "relevant . . . excellent . . . very that she enjoyed the Saturday ses·
appropriate ... " to "incomprehension, the defense of the New
stble.'
Morality by Dr. Clark of Union
Other Officers
Remarks
centered
on
reactions
Theological Seminary, because he
Other class-officers-elect
are
peeted to enroll about 9 million treasurers Susan Mabrey '68, Mari- to the Friday night session, Mr. discussed the book Situation Ethics
degree-seeking students in 1975- lyn Weast '69, and Deborah Foster Reiss' lecture "The Gospel Accord- terms. I felt that he underscored
76, compared with 6.1 million en- 70, and secretaries Katharine Hen- lng to Batman", and to the Satur- the individual's freedom to choose
rolled in 1966·67.
sler '68, Nancy Brosh '69, and day session, Mr. Clark's exposition ... reason evaluates the situation."
of Fletcher's book Situation Ethics.
A third sophomore approved of
In addition, about one-third of Cheryl Anderson '70.
Talking
about
the
Friday
lee- Mr. Clark's "adult way of prethe college-age population (18 to
Serving the Class of '68, are
24) may be in higher education Eleanor Mayas Graduation Chair- ture, one sophomore stated, «Mr. senting sex ethics ... his straightReiss's argument was beautifully forward approach."
institutions 10 years from now.
structured. He developed his ideas
"The topic chosen wasn't good
The number of teachers in higher
Thorn Coffee House will pre- and reviewed the development. for the Freshman Introductory
education is not expected to keep
sent underground films for Friup with the increase in student en- day night entertainment. Satur- When I'd finished listening, I'd Program ... by the time you are
been convinced and excited. Yet, a junior, you have taken a stand
rollments. The Office of Education
day night the Martin Biber Trio, I found it hard to define what I'd and the God-is-Dead theology
predicts that college and univerjazz pianist will be featured.
learned ... he dealt with a multi- isn't a question of vital interest,"
sity teachers may number 640,000
The Thorn will also be open
plicity of issues pertinent for a junior remarked.
in 1975, up only 36 per cent from
Thursday and Sunday.
today. His intent was to provoke
One credulous freshman's rethis year's estimate of 470,000.
discussion and reflection."
action summed up the impact of
Another sophomore said that the weekend by saying, "1 felt like
she wished the presentation..-had" I'd had five philosophy of religion
been stated in "more of a layman's courses thrown at me at once!"
terminology."
For those who
haven't had philosophy, the speech
ANSWERS TO TIME QUIZ
was "hard to follow."
l. A
4. A
Speaking negatively a freshman
2. A
5. D
stated, "I didn't enjoy Mr. Reiss'
3. C
6. D
speech because I wasn't convinced

Conference on New Morality Evokes
Conflicting But Excited Responses

Office of Education Predicts
Jump in College Enrollment
(CPS) - The college population
of the United States will increase
four times as fast as the national
population during the coming
decade, the U, S. Office of Education predicts.
The projected jump in college
enrollment is 49 per cent. The Office of Education said that the
steep gain in enrolhnent is expected
to result from higher birth rates in
the late 1940's and 1950's, to·
gether with the increasing proportion of students who go to college
and then to graduate school.
Colleges and universities are ex-

Texas Students Compile Honor Roll of Professors

POT

CAL.LIN~

THE

B1.ACK

Ke TTLE

<-Lubbock,
Texas-(I.P.)- The cause it does not provide a scienStudent Senate at Texas Tech- tifically accurate sampling. Pernological College has rele1sed an sonal prejudice is allowed to enter
"honor roll of professors" derived and the survey is not objective.
from last spring's course and in"It must be recognized from the
xtructcr evaluation survey.
beginning that this evaluation will
Almost 7,UOO survey forms were not and cannot be objective. It is
fed into the computer and the re- designed
. only to register feelsults from these forms were corn- ing. This is a survey of opinion
piled for the list of professors who aml opinion is not often objective.
ranked highest in their respective nor does it always conform to the
departments: the top 5 pel' cent standards required of pure scienor the top ten. whichever came tific reasoning." the committee refirst.
ported.
Upon recommendation of the
The report emphasized that stuInterim Committee on Course and dents with low grades rated a proInstructor Evaluation, the Student fessor highly just as often as did
Senate decided not to publish all those with high grade!'. Though
result!' from the survey, but dethe honor roll is listed in categocided to publish the honor roll.
According to the report released ries, the categories were for sortby the interim committee, "this ing purposes and the di~ision i.s
evaluation has been criticized be- I not along: departmental lmes.

Watch This Space

ConnC"nsus

Peace Corps Sends Alumnae
To Underdeveloped Countries

Tuesday,

March 7, 1967

Pigeon Performs Wiffenpoof
Song On Psych's Xylophone

Arguments Against
Pass-Fail Explained

Philadelphia, Pa.-(I.P.)-IdealTwo years of Peace Corps serv- tarded.
Iy, a student must seek knowledge
In two years, Miss Hinkes com- foc itself rather than the grade he
pleted her work in Bolivia and is receives, Dr. Eleanore S. Isard,
presently in the graduate studies
director of Temple University's
program at Connecticut
Counseling Center, states ." "How- '
Other Peace Corps Alumnae
ever, a pass-fail system of grading
Among the other graduates who is more idealistic than realistic:' she
have completed two years in the adds.

ice in underdeveloped areas has
been the choice of more than 18
Connecticut College graduates in
the past four years.
Their
assignments have sent
them to such places as Tanzania,
Ghana, Iran, Colombia, Brazil,
Thailand, Peru and Turkey. The
girls have worked within the edu-

Peace Corps are: Martha Bat"Although a pass-fail system
chelder, '64. a sociology major who
relieve
the pressure
of
and went to Bankok, Thailand; Jean- would

cational systems and urban
rural systems of these countries in
programs geared to the development and improvement of existing
conditions there.
One of our more recent gradu-

striving for a reward like a grade,
we are caught up in a total educational
system- which
requires
school in the Philippines; Marguerite Dey. '62, an English major finer answers than a pass-fail system could provide," she says.
who spent two years in Katmandu,
ates, Anne Taylor, '65. an English Nepal; Virginia OMs, '63, a re"We could not possibly use a
major, was trained to work as a ligion major who spent two years pass-fail system at the University
volunteer in a Venezuelan Univer- in Ankkara, Turkey, with Leilani because we have such a heterosity.
geneous
population,"
Dr. Isard
Luis, '64, in secondary education;
Part of her training included Francis Keutmann, '63, a history continued.
"Perhaps a pass-Fail
Ralph the Intelligent Pigeon
studies in the Spanish language, major who worked in urban com- system could he used in an honors
(photo by dressIer)
Venezuelan and U,S. history, and munity development in Santo Do .. program. However, it would be
world affairs. In addition, Anne mingo; and Helen Lapham, '61, foolhardy to try to incorporate a
by Ellen Achin
man and Joseph Russotti, Yale
was given technical training in edu- also a history major, who studied pass-fail system overnight. First a
How do you pigeon-hole
a graduates in Conn's psychology decational and teaching skills.
the educational system of Monro- formal study would be necessary, pigeon who plays the Wiffenpoof partment, chose the song, for they
Another recent graduate,
Mrs. via, Liberia.
then students and faculty would Song from memory on the xylo- felt it would be near and dear to
Karen Stothert'stockman,
'66, also
to the hearts of many Conn College
There are many girls who have have to be prepared to work under phone? Very simply-according
an English major, is now working just recently gone overseas in the this system:'
Mrs. Carol Hetzel, instructor
in students.
with her husband, Peter, in Bolt- Peace
Corps
training
program.
Commenting
on the
system Psychology-you don't.
Ralph could be trained to play
via, They were trained this sum- Rebecca Smith, '64, Laura Hop. which makes no provision for the
Ralph, a one-year old white any song, said Mrs. Hetzel. He has
mer in New Mexico to work in the per, '64, and Katharine
Garcia, student who excels with distino- carneau pigeon from South Caro- been on campus for three months
Bolivian Universities.
'65, are aU working in Dar Es tion, Dr. Emily Sherwood,
a lina who has this extraordinary
but has been used for demonstra12 Weeks' Training
of any tion purposes in only the last three
Salaam, Tanzania.
Ann St. Cer- Counseling
Center staff member ability, is representative
The Peace Corps Training Pro. maine, '64, and Beryl Cochran, '64 said, «It is difficult to distinguish pigeon subjected to conditioning, weeks. After this experiment he
gram took about 12 weeks at the are in the educational
system in between a Band
C student, but Mrs. Hetzel said.
will be used for individual projects
end of which these volunteers were Bogata, Colombia,
Ralph is being used in the intro- for the rest of the semester.
while Donna the difference is obvious between
sent to teach in universities in La Vogt, '66, is in Rio de Janeiro an A and C or C and F student. ductory
psychology
course
to
No attempt has been made to
Paz, Sucre, Santa Cruz, Oruro and working in their health program.
Excellence should be rewarded." demonstrate principles of operant measure the pigeon's I.Q.. and
Potusf.
Julia
Sternbavh,
'64, is in
Both Dr. Isard and Dr. Sher- conditioning. Mrs, Hetzel explain- Mrs. Hetzel said she knew of no
Their training curriculum
con- Santiago, Chile, working in Urban
wood agreed that a criterion for ed that operant conditioning of a way this could be done.
centrated
upon
a strong back. Community while Sally Murrill,
«If any girl wants to join the
success has to be established be- pigeon is similar to training a dog
ground in the country in which '65, is in Rabat. Morocco, working
course," said, Mrs. Hetzel, "she
fore any correlation between high to obey commands.
they would work and knowledge on a rural development program.
The pigeon has mastered
the can learn to condition any living
grades and success can be made.
of U.S. history and world affairs.
Wiftenpoof Song in the short organism by the end of three
Studies of the particular countries
period of three days. David Liber- weeks. Imagine
the power she
centered
around
education
and
could have over her boyfriend,
community development.
for example." So, you see. it's not
Another graduate, Marilyn Hin~
all for the birds.
EVERY TUESOAY ANO FRIDAY
kes, '60, after her training at the
University of North Carolina, went
JOROAN'S SHOE DRIVE·IN
on to Guatemala, in January 1965,
426
Boston Post Rd., Waterford
to work at the University of San
CANCELLATION SHOES
Carlos in the field of microette Cannon, '63, a history rna jar
who worked in an elementary

ON CAMPUS

]ROY ~~
.tJ;ri,o ~

biology.
Her work was not just confined
to the laboratory; mornings were
spent helping to organize clubs for
the mothers and children from the
poorer sections of the city. She devoted the rest of her spare time
to directing a fine arts program
in a school for the mentally re-

Complimentsof
SEIFERT'S

BAKERY

225 Bank St.

443-6808

.

The most interesting, challenging, and rewarding positions go to
the young woman who adds com~
plete secretarial training to her
college education.
Combine the Gibbs Special
Course for CoUege Wornen-8Y2
months-with
your diploma, and
be ready for a top posi~on.
Write College Dean for

GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

Katharine

GIBBS
SECRETARIAL
21 Marlborough St., BOSTON, MASS.02116
200 Park A~e., HEW YORK, N. Y. 10017
33 Plymouth St., MONTCLAIR, N. J. 07042
77 S. Angell St., PROVIOENCE, R. I. 02906

Savings Up To 50%
Open 10 a.rn. to 8:30 p.m. Daily
Sat. 10 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

J

]J•

Cinema
Showcase

bc,t

BOE JESTS • cotton skirts and striped tops
SEA WEEDS • great cotton bathing suits

,

bernard's

230 state st.
lncu! aeents

combiHatioH .••
eOlkf/f pIllS Viuus

LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING
COLD fUR STORAGE

I

KLINGERMAN TRAVEL AGENCY

tlte
pe!feet

D'

American Express (;0.
American Travel Ahroad
Arista Student Travel Assoc.
Ask Mr. Foster Travel Servk ..·
Bachelor Part)' TOIlr.;
Brownell Tours
Campus Tours. Inc.
Caravan Tours. Inc.
Columbia Tours, In('.
Tbcs. Cook & SOil
Educational Travel A"'-SOl-.
ElIr"rllhll~ (Over,;eas).
Inc.

for
Five-Dullar-A-J)a~ T""r'
Gateway Tour»
Global Tour.;
Hilton Tours
Ma"le Travel

Bureau,

IT'S UNEQUALED ON THE SCREEN!
A Ibrand-newlaetual performance
of The D'Oyly Carte
Opera Company.

111(;,

Marsh Tours, Inc.
Olson Travel OrJ(ani7,ation
Open Road Tours
Scandinavian Travel Hureuu
Sita \\'orld Travel. Inc.

5.T.O.P.

U'nlversitv
and marry others
spel'ializing
in overseas bookings

TOll1'S

Trnve!

Cu.

KLINGERMAN TRAVEL AGENCY
Bank Street, New London, Conn.

443-2855
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efmore ~hoe ~hop
54 ~fate
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Premiere
Performances

1:15 - 3:40
6:00 and 8:30
A BHE Production of THE D'OYlY CARTE OPERA COMPANY. "THE MIKADO" by W.S.
GILBERT and ARTHUR SULLIVAN· Based on the Stage Production by ANTHONY.
BESCH· Produced by ANTHI)NY HAVELOCK-ALLEN and JOHN BRABOURNE
Pm)
·,.oIod by STUART BURGE· TECHNICOLOR"
WIDESCREEN
~

PRICES: MAT. $1.50 -

* STUDENT

from WARNER

EVE. $2.50

DISCOUNT

r

BROS.

.

*

"THE MIKADO" Prices for Students Presenting
This Coupon on Either Dote:
MAT. $1.00 -EVENING $1.50
Name ........................................ ,
.

..
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Gold Baracuda Spells Dread
Of Conn Campus-3 a.m. Drill

Fiery Fire Captain, Chris Matteson
(photo hy dressIer)
by Chris Sanborn
Clang! Clangl Clang! She turns
over. Clangl "Nol Please, nol"
Clangl Thud (feet on the floor).
"Towel-coat . . . where is my
coat?" Grabs bath robe. Slam.
Stumbling down the stairs, half
awake, the girls' complaints resound through the dorm: "Why at
7 a.m.P" "How can they be so ... "
"These assinine drills ..... "Someone must get pleasure out of this.
But whoP P""Nerve ... real nerve."
Each fire drill follows the same
general pattern, with one at 3 in
the morning possibly raising the
most clamor. Although these
monthly drills cause inconvenience,
loss of sleep, and annoyance, there
are concrete reasons and Jaws backing them.
Chris Matteson, '69, campus fire
captain, explained that it is a state
law that every public housing
building must have a fire drill once
a month. The school policy, she
added, is «to have one at 3 a.m.
and 7 a.m."
Darts at Calendar
It is Chris's job to decide when
DiDay is for fire drills; this she
accomplishes, she said, by "throwing darts at her calender." She
then contacts each dorm captain,
appointed at the beginning of the
year.
With three faculty members of
the Fire Prevention Department,
Chris zooms around campus timing
the drills. The three members are:
Mrs. Sally Trippe, dean of student activities; Miss Ellanore
Saunders, assistant in the Office
of Admissions; and Mrs. Mac-
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Indian Professor Comments
On U. S., Indian Education

Dr. James D. Purvis, chairman
of the Department of Religion in
the College of Liheral Arts at Bos'The basic difference of underDonald Giles, supervisor of Dor- ton University. and former assistant professor of religion at Con- graduate education in India and the
mitory Services.
U. S. arises from the educational
Who lets the illustrious four into
structures," commented Miss Dirga
the dorms? None other than Mr.
Pant,
Conn's visiting profesChurchill of the Maintenance Desor from India who is currently
partment, disguised as a mildobserving U. S. teaching methods.
manner man in a gold Baracuda.
In India, courses, texts, and
Most drills occur between 11
exams are set by a university
p.m. and 12:30 a.m., Chris noted.
which has jurisdiction over several
However, the one at 3 a.m. does
colleges. Teachers are not free to
manage to slip into the schedule.
choose course content and texts
Chris said this drill tests how
and do not administer their own
girls would react in an actual fire,
exams. Rather than a two-way
for even the dorm fire captains
communication between students
are not warned in advance.
and teacher as in the U. S., Indian
It is interesting,
Chris further
professors and students are responnoted, to see just what people do
sible to a third party, the unifirst when they think there really
versity.
is a fire. She related an instance
Consequently, Indian students
last year in the complex when one
feel greater responsibility to the
girl ran out of her room with Head
university-issued 'texts than to their
skis slung over her shoulder.
teachers, as the students must pre"More Humane"
pare
for the university's exam.
Chris, appointed by last year's
Dr. James D. Purvis
Teachers refrain from interjecting
fire captain, changed the 6 a.m.
drill to 7 a.m. thinking it "more necticut College, will be the too strong a personal opinion for
humane." At least, "breakfast is speaker at Vespers Sunday, March fear of influencing a student and
waiting" at this time of the 12, at 7 p.m. in Harkness Chapel. possibly handicapping his exam
performance.
morning.
Directed by Mrs. F. Edward
Most Indian textbooks are
Another change in the procedure Cranz, the Williams School Choir
is that now in each dorm a sheet will provide music for the service. secondary, not original, sources and
is posted by the fire extinguisher
Dr. Purvis spent three weeks deal more in general concepts
telling the girls what to do in case during the summer of 1966 digging than with authors' individual
of 'fire. They are to call the switch- at Tel Gezer, in the Valley of opinions. Miss Pant thinks that
board operator who will in turn Ayalon, about three miles from more attention should be given to
original texts because "they give
call the fire department.
the border between Isreal and
a student more confidence and are
Because the type of fire ex- Jordan.
.
more exciting to work with. Read.
tinguishers in the old dorms must
While in Isreal Dr. Purvis was
be checked each year for ef- able to observe life at Kibbutz ing from orizinal texts also gives
fectiveness, Chris said that it would Gezer which supplied food for the students a chance to form their
be "much easier, though maybe 60 diggers on the project. He be- own opinions
Miss Pant regrets that Indian
more expensive" to replace these lieves the whole life and economy
old ones with the kind in the com- of the Israelites depends on this students are not more encouraged
plex.
to think Ior themse Ives, as are
system of agriculture.
Since the Fire Prevention ComThis ancient city was situated American students. "It's the fault
mittee meets only once a year to at the crossroads of two important of the system," she said. "Students
discuss changes and has no say in Biblical trade routes. Gezer be- are too busy memorizing for the
the timing of drills; Chris thinks longed first to the Canaanites and exam and taking notes in class and
the Committee is "not really then the Philistines, and later was from scarce textbooks to think
necessary". She suggested that conquered by Egypt and given to about their material. Also, seconchanges could be just as easily King Solomon by the Pharoah.
dary sources do students' thinking
submitted to the C-Book commitA native of the Midwest, Dr. for them." Exceptionally curious
tee each spring.
Purvis received his B.S., M.A., and students overcome the system by
So, girls, if you happen to glance bachelor of divinity degrees from reading oriuinal sources on their
out your window some night and Drake University, Des Moines, own. Teachers mav recommend
see a gold Baracuda whizz by, Iowa. In 1963 Harvard University references to augment course
you'll know it's approaching zero awarded him his Doctor of
hour-time to grab your towel! ! ! Theology degree.

FISHER

FLORIST

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

87 Broad Sl.

FAR EAST HOUSE
ORIENTAL
GIFTS
15 Green Street
New London.
Conn.

442·9456

24 HOUR SERVICE
(on request)
BY

GRIMES CLEANERS
54-58 Ocean
on campus

Ave.
443-4421
daily
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material.
Miss Pant commented that students in the U. S. read more, but
she feels that we attempt to cover
serious material too quickly. "Students need time to assimilate the
material," she said.
Miss Pant is happy with the
U. S. system of education because
it gives the professor the opportunity to choose his own materials
and to interpret course material
in his own way. Greater freedom
on the part of the professor entails
greater responsibility on the part
of professors and students as both
become actively involved in their
subject. Miss Pant thinks U. S.
students are interested in course
content and she is pleased that
students may audit courses. "There
is no such opportunity in India,"
she said. She enjoys working with
students who are sincerely interested in their subject.
Course programs in India consist of honors, or major subjects
and subsidiary, non-honors, courses
which receive only a pass or fail
grade. If a student does not care
to concentrate in one field, he may
study three courses, giving equal
time to each. At the end of his
three-year college program, a student take a university exam covering all courses taken in his major
field, similar to comps in the U. S.
Paper-writing is not emphasized
so much in India as in the U. S.
Women's, men's, and co-ed colleges exist in India as in the U. S.,
although co-ed colleges are usually
men's colleges that have accepted
a few women students.
Indian students have no idea
of what a mixer is, but rather meet
d uri n g inter-collegiate debates,
musical and theatrical performfa~n~c~e;;s.~a;;n.;:d..;;sP",o;;r;;t;;s~e;;v;;e;;n;;t;;s~.
==""'j

PENNELLA'S
RESTAURANT AND BAKERY

Decorated Cakes for Birthday
Parties and Other Festivities

JuniorYear
•

In

New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
lrom all parts ofthe country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City-the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Cou rses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York

NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

New York, N.V: 10003
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Time Current
Affairs Test

Pass-Fail: Cross-Country
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

its second semester of Pass/Fail:
during which the administration
The Nation:
is keeping detailed records and
1. The year's grim trio of mul- data on its progress.
tiple murders forced the nation to
01 3,000 students, 500 took a
reassess regulations on:
Pass/Fail course first semester.
A. Unrestricted sales of firearms 1,300 took one second semester;
B. Extradition procedures against and 300 students took Pass/Fail
bail-jumpers
both semesters.
C. Trail by press
At Lehigh University, juniors
D. Hollywood's morality code
and seniors can take as many as
2. Let income from oommerciaJ four of their five courses on a
use of a communication satellite Pass/Fail basis.
system help pay for a coast-toIn the small, experimental Tosscoast educational TV network, man Program at Berkley, all
boldly proposed:
courses for all four years are on
A. The Ford Foundation
a Pass/Fail grading system.
B. The RockefeUer Institute
According to Phillip Werdell of
C. CATV Inc.
The World Journal Tribune, "NaD. Comsat
. tionwide acceptance of Pass/Fail
3. Tasteless, odorless and Inex- is no longer an impossibility, howpensive, this hallucinogenic drug ever.
saw wide use in 1966, creating
"If colleges and universities condeep public concern because it can tinue to reform the old grading
cause severe psychic damage. Its system students might be under
name:
less pressure to play the numbers
A. Insulin
game,"
B. Vitamin B-12
F~~~~~~~~~"'"
C. LSD
CALMON JEWELERS
D. Opium
WATCH REPAIRING ON THE
4. In cballenging the findings
PREMISES
of the Warren report on John F.
Kennedy's
assassination,
critics
114 State SI.
443·7792
worldwide raised doubts about
whether:
~""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~
A. Lee Harvey Oswald acted
MR. G's RESTAURANT
alone
FEATURING HELLENIC FOODS
B. Two bullets struck Governor
452 Williams Street
Connally
New London, Conn.
C. Oswald used two rifles
D. Jack Ruby is guilty
Telephone 447·0400
5. Looking to the 1968 presidential elections, political pundits
pointed to aU but one of the following possible combinations to
head the G.O.P. ticket:
NOW PLAYING
A. Richard Nixon and Mark Hatfield
COMPLETE
SHOW
B. George Romney and John
1-3-5-7-&9
Lindsay
NEW YORK
C. Ronald Reagan and Charles
FILM
CRITICS AWARD
Percy
D. Hubert Humphrey and Robert
Kennedy
6.In boycotting supermarkets,
housewives highlighted only one
factor, causing higher food prices.
Others include all but one of the
following:
A. Startling declines in U.S. farm
surpluses
B. New government pol i c i e s
against imported farm labor
C. Wage rises at the retail level
D. A sharp decline in home entertaining

~.

(Answers on Page 3)

ALTERATIONS & HEMMING
SEE TERRY
FANNING ROOM 305
EVERY TUESDAY EVENING 7·8
Phone 443·6578
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BASS WEEJUNS

.1 Drawing a bow, flying a kite or simply gathering violets, John Meyer
niceties make spirited companions. Flawlessly tailored to the very
last dart, the very last seam. c.P.O. jacket with a salty, insouciant air
$12. And hip-hanger Jean skirt$12. Livefyconversation pieces: the coin-buttoned,
meticulously stitched jacket $16. And hip-hanger slacks with stovepipe
legs-no waistband, instead a shape-holding contour belt, brass-buckled $14.
Piped tote bag $9. Piquant sailor hats $5. All in rich-textured cotton
cargo cloth. Part of the team: the short-sleeve checkerboard pullover in
silky-soft Durene" cotton $9. In colors meant for spring. At discerning
stores everywhere.
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